
Youth Helping Preserve Tibetan Culture in Chicago

Early this summer, children at the Tibetan Alliance of Chicago attempted to raise $10,000 over
Kickstarter for renovations to the aging building that has hosted their weekend classes since the
organization moved there in 2007.

In a hand-written letter attached to the project detailing the need for renovations, 11-year-old Sonam
Rikha wrote, “This is like our second home…we are all family here.”

Although, they were only able to raise $1,300, at the Tibetan Alliance there’s still hope.

“We want to use more media and marketing next time,” said Tenzin Lhagyal Langchung, general secretary
of the alliance, as he described smaller projects that he’s focusing on like funding the cultural
performances and sports teams that many children participate in.

These children and their effort to maintain their building represent on a smaller scale the work of the
Tibetan Alliance of Chicago and Tibetans as a whole – a community and a culture attempting to preserve
themselves and their heritage.



The Tibetan Alliance of Chicago is fighting for funds to stay
vital to the children and parents who have built a small Tibetan
community here

Cultural preservation through education

Every weekend, teachers and students, parents and children meet in a small building in Evanston,
adorned in cultural decorations, instruments, faces and colors. United by their Tibetan heritage, they have
created a community focused on celebrating and preserving that culture.

Children ranging from 6 to 18 years old find academic tutoring there on Saturdays and participate in
cultural classes in literature, music and dance on Sundays.

“We provide activities related to preserving our culture,
traditions, literature and arts. Anything that will give
identity to Tibetans,” Langchung said.

Ethnically distinct and in a state of diaspora

Tibet, a region northeast of the Himalayas has had a
long history of a distinct culture and governing bodies.

The 13th Dalai Lama declared Tibet’s independence in
1913, but the People’s Republic of China invaded the
region in 1951, and its government was abolished in
1959.

The Tibetan Alliance of Chicago has outlined its goal of preservation because the “entire culture is at risk
of extinction,” citing how over one million Tibetans have died from war, starvation, torture and abuse
following the Chinese invasion, as well as attempts to destroy Tibetan culture and assimilate Tibetans into
Chinese culture.

Many Tibetans fled after the 1950’s and approximately 300,000 are in exile today, including their leader,

the 14th Dalai Lama, who established a government-in-exile in Dharamsala, India.

In the 1990s, the United States offered 1,000 visas to Tibetan immigrants.

“Since there is no government help for immigrants, many American friends of Tibetans volunteered to
form organizations to help settle Tibetans,” said Tsetan Lungkara, the president of the alliance. “These
organizations were then called Tibetan Resettlement Projects.”

One of the 10 such locations was in Chicago and helped settle approximately 100 Tibetans.

“They really helped us make our living in America less stressful during one of the most difficult time in our
life,” Lungkara said.
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Demographic data on Tibetan Americans is difficult to find because the U.S. government recognizes
Tibetans as citizens of the People’s Republic of China and therefore classifies them as “Chinese.”

As of 2008, the Office of Tibet in New York reported approximately 9,000 Tibetans in the United States
with the largest populations in New York City and Minneapolis.

Today, after family reunification and further immigration, approximately 300 Tibetans live in the Chicago
area.

Chicago as a second home

Lungkara attributed the prevalence of Tibetan populations in large cities to the fact that they often provide
more job opportunities to immigrants, hence making Chicago a good location for the 300 or so Tibetans
who live around it.

“Chicago also has many ethnic groups, and so it is also a good place to interact with them,” Lungkara said.
“Devon [Avenue], where there are many Indian stores is one of the best places to go shopping for
Tibetans, especially in the beginning, as most of us came from India and we are used to Indian food, music
and movies.”

While Lungkara said he had not experienced discrimination nor heard of any from those he knows, he felt
that life was more difficult economically in the United States.

“Education we had from India have not much value in America,” he said. “There are many educated
Tibetans in our initial group of settlers, but most of us ended up doing entry-level jobs.”

The involvement of Chicago Tibetans in the Tibetan Alliance mostly depends on whether they have
children according to Langchung, who said the alliance is able to reach approximately 90 percent of
Chicago’s Tibetans, mostly immigrants, and their children, who were born in the United States.

One of the children, 13-year-old Tenzin Choezin, started attending classes when she was four.

“I feel more connected to my culture,” she said. “You can’t distinguish yourself unless you know the
customs. If I know the foundations, I feel like I’m a part of it.”

A new community

Beyond the classes, the Tibetan Alliance of Chicago has preserved Tibetan culture through its most basic
function, creating a community.

Children meet Tibetan friends from a young age, participate in cultural activities, and everyone joins



together over a Tibetan lunch, freshly prepared by parents.

“From my heart, I really appreciate the parents,” Langchung said. “We’re a community only because of the
parents.”

But the organization is not a final product. Preservation is a process, and the members of the Tibetan
Alliance find themselves constantly working to preserve their ability to preserve culture – whether that’s
seeking money to maintain their building or searching for more tutors for their children.

“We do it so one day people won’t ask, ‘Who were Tibetans?’” Langchung said.


